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So
Success Stories NEW YORK -- July 24 2006 --AMD NYSE AMD and All TSX ATY RS
Awards NASDAQ ATYT today announced plans to join forces in transaction valued at

Corporate Information approximately $5.4 billion The combination will create processing
News

powerhouse by bringing AMD technology leadership in microprocessors 20
Execut ye Biograph es together with ATIs strengths in graphics chipsets and consumer electronics

20
Executive Speeches The result new and more formidable company determined to drive growth

--

innovation and choice for its customers particularly in the commercial and 20
Digita Med aLibrary mobile computing segments and in the rapidly-growing consumer electronics

20Product Information market Combining technologies people and complementary strengths AMD
plans to deliver in 2007 customer-centric platforms for the benefit of customers

Pro Ce s.sors who want to collaborate in the development of differentiated solutions
20Near-Term Product

Outlook AMDs acquisition of ATI will position the new company to deliver innovations .19

Three-Year Technology
that fulfill the increasing demand for more integrated solutions in key market

19
dlook segments while also continuing to develop best-of-breed discrete products

that empower customers to choose the combination of technologies that best 19
Process.o P.r Cing serves their needs In 2008 and beyond AMD aims to move beyond current

Connectivity Solutions technological configurations to transform processing technologies with silicon-

specific platforms that integrate microprocessors and graphics processors to Partne
Resources fore

address the growing need for general-purpose media-centric data-centric and AM
Chan.n el Partn ers graphic-centric performance Thus the combined company intends to empower

its customers to create their own unique products and solutions within an open- Pr
innovation ecosystem free from artificial barriers to customer success

Investors AM

Job Seekers All shares our passion and complements our strengths technology leadership

and customer centric innovation said AMD Chairman and CEO Hector Ruiz AM
o.m e....C om Pu tin Bringing these two great companies together will allow us to transcend what

Solutions we have accomplished as individual businesses and reinvent our industry as the

technology leader and partner of choice We believe AMD and All will drive
AM

growth and innovation for the entire industry enabling our partners to create
Pr

differentiated solutions and empowering our customers to choose what is best Co
for them So

This combination means accelerated growth for ATI and broader horizons for
Co

our employees said Dave Orton President and CEO of ATI All of our product Partne

lines will benefit Joining with AMD will enable us to innovate aggressively on Archive

the PC platform and continue to invest significantly in our consumer business 20
to stay in front of our markets

Windows Vista will deliver incredible advances in the user experience as
result of advancements in graphics integration and performance said Jim

Allchin Co-President of Microsofts Platforms Services Division Were excited

by the potential of what AMD and ATI can deliver together to enhance the

Windows Vista experience for our customers even further
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Under the terms of the transaction AMD will acquire all of the outstanding

common shares of ATI for combination of $4.2 billion in cash and 57 million

shares of AMD common stock based on the number of shares of All common
stock outstanding on July 21 2006. All outstanding options and RSUs of ATI will

be assumed. Based upon the closing price of AMD common stock on July 21
2006 of $18.26 share the consideration for each outstanding share of ATI

common stock would be $20.47 comprised of $16.40 of cash and 0.2229

shares of AMD common stock.

AMD anticipates it will finance the cash portion of the transaction with

combination of cash and new debt. AMD has obtained $2.5 billion term loan

commitment from Morgan Stanley Senior Funding Inc. which together with

combined existing cash cash equivalents and short term investments balances

of approximately $3.0 billion provides full funding for the transaction.

All has received an opinion from its financial advisors that the transaction from

financial point of view is fair to its shareholders. The transaction was

unanimously approved by the board of directors of each company. The

transaction is subject to ATI shareholder approval Canadian court supervision

of Plan of Arrangement and other regulatory approvals including merger
notification filings in the United States Canada and other jurisdictions as well

as customary closing conditions. In the event that the transaction does not

close All has agreed to pay AMD termination fee of $162.0 million under

circumstances specified in the acquisition agreement. The transaction is

expected to be completed in the fourth quarter of 2006.

Compelling Financial Opportunity
AMD expects that the transaction will be slightly accretive to earnings in 2007
and meaningfully accretive in 2008 before the inclusion of AT acquisition

related charges based upon AMDs plans to deliver more integrated and

advanced platform solutions and thereby improve its position in commercial

clients mobile computing gaming media and emerging markets. AMD
anticipates that it will reduce operating expenses by approximately $75 million

for the combined company by the end of 2007.

The combined company would have achieved approximately $7.3 billion1 in total

consolidated sales during the last four quarters with workforce of

approximately 15000 employees. Headquartered in Sunnyvale California the

company will maintain sales design and manufacturing centers worldwide and

major business centers in Silicon Valley Austin Texas and Markham Ontario

all valued centers of innovation for the combined company. AMDs current

executive team will be complemented by the addition of All President and CEO
Dave Orton. Orton will serve as an executive vice president of the ATI business

division reporting to the AMD Office of the CEO comprised of Chairman and

CEO Hector Ruiz and President and Chief Operating Officer Dirk Meyer. In

addition under the terms of the acquisition agreement two AT directors will

join AMDs board of directors upon closing of the transaction.

The collective roster of AMD and Alls strong customer relationships represents
whos who of the computing and consumer electronics industries. Drawing

upon shared culture of customer-centric innovation and engineering

excellence the combined company will be well positioned to meet customer
demand for more innovative solutions system-level engineering and faster

time-to-market.

Conference Call

The companies will host financial analyst and press conference call today at

a.m. EDT a.m. PDT. The call can be accessed at 612-326-1027 U.S.. Audio

of the conference call will be available live and also

http//www.arnd.com/announcement.

For those unable to listen to the live call telephone replay will be available

beginning July 24 2006 at approximately 1100 a.m. EDT through July 30
2006. That call can be accessed by dialing 800-475-6701 U.S. or 320-365-
3844 international with conference call ID 837580.
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About AMD
Advanced Micro Devices NYSE AMD is leading global provider of innovative

microprocessor solutions for computing communications and consumer
electronics markets Founded in 1969 AMD is dedicated to delivering superior

computing solutions based on customer needs that empower users worldwide
For more information visit www.amdcom

About ATI
All Technologies Inc is world leader in the design and manufacture of

innovative 3D graphics PC platform technologies and digital media silicon

solutions An industry pioneer since 1985 All is the worlds foremost graphics

processor unit GPU provider and is dedicated to deliver leading-edge

performance solutions for the full range of PC and Mac desktop and notebook

platforms workstation set-top and digital television game console and
handheld device markets With fiscal 2005 revenues of US $2.2 billion All has

approximately 4000 employees in the Americas Europe and Asia All common
shares trade on NASDAQ ATYT and the Toronto Stock Exchange ATY

Safe Harbor Statement
This release contains forward-looking statements which are made pursuant to

the safe harbor provisions of the U.S Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of

1995 Forward-looking statements are commonly identified by words such as

would maywill expects and other terms with similarmeaning
Forward-looking statements are based on current beliefs assumptions and

expectations and speak only as of the date of this release and involve risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from current

expectations The material factors and assumptions that could cause actual

results to differ materially from current expectations include without limitation
the following the possibility that there are unexpected delays in obtaining

regulatory approvals failure to obtain approval of ATI shareholders or the

court of the Plan of Arrangement actions that may be taken by the

competitors customers and suppliers of AMD or All that may cause the

transaction to be delayed or not completed the possibility that the

revenues cost savings growth prospects and any or other synergies expected
from the proposed transaction may not be fully realized or may take longer to

realize than expected the possibility that the transaction may not be
accretive as expected that Intel Corporations pricing marketing programs
product bundling new product introductions or other activities will negatively

impact sales that the company may require additional capital and may not

be able to raise sufficient capital on favorable terms or at all delays
associated with integrating the companies including employees and operations
after the transaction is completed the possible impairment of goodwill and

other long-lived assets resulting from the transaction and the resulting impact
on the combined companys assets and earnings 10 unexpected variations in

market growth and demand for the combined companys products in the mixes

available and technologies 11 rapid and frequent technology changes in the

computing and consumer electronics segments 12 potential constraints on
the ability to develop launch and ramp new products on timely basis 13
RD costs associated with the development of new products and 14 other
factors that may affect future results of the combined company described in the
section entitled Risk Factors in the management information circular to be
mailed to Alls shareholders and in AMD and Alls filings with the U.S
Securities and Exchange Commission SEC that are available on the SECs
web site located at http//www.sec.gov including the section entitled Risk

Factors in AMD Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended March 26 2006 and
the section entitled Risks and Uncertainties in Exhibit to ATIs Form 40-F for

the fiscal year ended August 31 2005 Please see Item 3.12 Narrative

Description of the Business Risks and Uncertainties in ATIs 2005 Annual
Information Form and the Risks and Uncertainties section of ATIs annual MDA
on page 30 of ATIs 2005 Annual report filed on the SEDAR website maintained

by the Canadian Securities Administrators at http//www.sedar.com Readers
are strongly urged to read the full cautionary statements contained in those

materials We assume no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking

statement whether as result of new information future events or any other

http/Iwww.amd.com/usenICorporate/vjrtua1preSsRoomJO5 04 543j 089900.html 8/9/2006
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Additional Information

In connection with the proposed transaction ATI intends to file management
proxy circular with the Canadian securities regulatory authorities Investors and

security holders are urged to read the management proxy circular when it

becomes available because it will contain important information about AMD All
and the transaction Investors and security holders may obtain the

management proxy circular free of charge on SEDAR website maintained by the

Canadian Securities Administrators at http//www.sedar.com as well as on the

SECs website located at http//www.sec.gov Investors and security holders

may obtain any documents relating to the transaction filed by AMD with the SEC
free of charge at the SECs website located at http//www.sec.gov and filed by
All on SEDAR at www.sedar.com

1Excluding AMO memory segment for the third and fourth quarters of 2005

@2006 Advanced Micro Devices Inc and AT Technologies Inc All rights reserved AMD
the AMD Arrow logo and combinations thereof are trademarks of Advanced Micro
Devices Inc AT and AT product and product feature names are trademarks and/or
registered trademarks of AT Technologies Inc Microsoft and Windows are registered

trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other jurisdictions
Other names are for informational purposes only and may be trademarks of their

respective owners

Rtthispage

Contact AMD Copyright 2006 Advanced Micro Devices Inc Privacy Tradeniarkinformation
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All documents that relate to ATIs decision to be acquired by AMD including but

not limited to the transactions strategic rationale growth opportunities and

financial projections of the transactions actual or potential effect on any aspect of

either companys or the combined companys business performance

All documents provided to AMD and AT shareholders and investors relating to

AMDs acquisition of AT including but not limited to corporate presentations

strategic analyses and risks and revenue forecasts

All documents that discuss concern or relate to any potential or actual effect of

AMDs acquisition of ATI on competition in chipsets graphics processors and/or

microprocessors

All documents that discuss concern or relate to any potential or actual effect of

AMDs acquisition of AT on any initiative by AMD for the purpose of

improving performance or competitive positioning against Intels Stable Image

Platform Program and/or for the purpose of improving AMDs own stable image

program

All documents that discuss concern or relate to any potential or actual effect of

AMDs acquisition of AT on AMDs competitiveness in the mobile market

segment including but not limited to on addressing any deficiencies of AMDs

product offerings or technology for mobile or ultra-mobile PCs

All documents that discuss or concern the potential or actual effect of AMDs

acquisition of AT on Intels or AMDs business or business practices



All documents that discuss concern or relate to AMDs capability to finance the

acquisition of ATI including but not limited to financing options and cash

reserves

All documents that discuss or concern communications between AT and third

parties relating to AMDs capability to finance the acquisition of ATI

All documents that discuss or concern AMDs financing structure for the

acquisition of ATI

10 All documents that discuss concern or relate to the financial terms of the AMD

AT acquisition agreement

11 All documents that discuss or concern the strategic value of the acquisition of ATI

for AMD

12 All documents that discuss concern or relate to the impact of AMD acquisition

of AT on Intel

13 All communications between AMD and AT that refer or relate to AMD

acquisition of AT

14 All documents that discuss or concern the potential or actual impact or effect of

AMDs acquisition of ATI on AMDs ability to provide total platform solutions to

customers

15 All documents that discuss or concern the potential or actual impact or effect of

AMDs acquisition of ATI on AMDs product integration capabilities or plans

16 All documents relating to AMDs Commercial Stable Image Platform program

including but not limited to the relative success or failure of the program in

meeting its objective of offering disk image stability



17 All documents relating to comparisons between Intels Stable Image Platform

Program and AMDs Commercial Stable Image Platform program

18 All documents
relating to ATIs participation in AMDs Commercial Stable

Image Platform program including but not limited to any problems encountered

by AT in implementing the program and/or achieving disk image stability for

corporate PCs

19 All documents that discuss or concern any actual or perceived underperformance

by AMD in the consumer corporate and/or mobile market segments prior to

AMDs acquisition ofAT

20 All documents that discuss or concern AMDs ability to deliver integrated

platforms designed to extend battery life in the mobile segment as result of

AMDs acquisition of ATI

21 All documents that discuss or concern the potential or actual effect of AMD

acquisition of AT on AMDs competitiveness and the actual or perceived

benefits AMD expects to enjoy in the consumer corporate and/or mobile market

segments by acquiring ATI

22 All documents that discuss concern or relate to any potential or actual effect of

AMDs acquisition of AT on AMDs semiconductor manufacturing operations

including but not limited to the manufacturing of any ATI-designed products in

AMD fabs



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Richard Horwitz hereby certify that on August 10 2006 the attached

document was hand delivered to the following persons and was electronically filed with

the Clerk of the Court using CMJECF which will send notification of such filings to the

following and the document is available for viewing and downloading from CMIECF

Jesse Finkelstein

Frederick Cottrell III

Chad Shandler

Steven Fineman

Richards Layton Finger

One Rodney Square

920 North King Street

Wilmington DE 19801

James Holzman

Clayton Athey

Eric Andersen

Prickett Jones Elliott P.A
1310 King Street

P.O Box 1328

Wilmington DE 19899

hereby certify that on August 10 2006 have sent by E-mail the documents to

the following non-registered participants

Charles Diamond

Linda Smith

OMelveny Myers LLP
1999 Avenue of the Stars Floor

Los Angeles CA 90067

cdiamond@omm.com

lsmith@omm.com

Guido Saveri

Alexander Saveri

Saveri Saveri Inc

111 Pine Street Suite 1700

San Francisco CA 94111

guidosaveri.com

Mark Samuels

OMelveny Myers LLP
400 South Hope Street

Los Angeles CA 90071

msamuels@omm.com

Michael Hausfeld

Daniel Small

Brent Landau

Allyson Baker

Cohen Milstein Hausfeld Toll P.L.L.C

1100 New York Avenue N.W
Suite 500 West Tower

Washington D.C 20005

mhausfeld@cmht.com

dsmall@cmht.com

blandau@cmht.com

abaker@cmht.com

rick@saveri.com



Michael Lehman

Thomas Dove

Alex Turan

The Furth Firm LLP

225 Bush Street 15th Floor

San Francisco CA 94104

mplehmann@furth.com

tdove@furth.com

aturanfurth.com

Steve Berman

Anthony Shapiro

Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro LLP

1301 Fifth Avenue Suite 2900

Seattle WA 98101

steve@hbsslaw.com

tonyhbsslaw.com

hereby certify that on August 10 2006 have sent as indicated below the

documents to the following non-party participants

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS
AT Technologies Inc

do CSC Lawyers Incorporating Service

2730 Gateway Oaks Drive

Suite 100

Sacramento California 95833-3503

VIA U.S MAIL
AT Technologies Inc

do CSC Lawyers Incorporating Service

P.O Box 526036

Sacramento CA 95852-6036

745448

By /s/ Richard Horwitz

Richard Horwitz 2246
Harding Drane Jr 1023

POTTER ANDERSON CORROON LLP
Hercules Plaza 6th Floor

1313 Market Street

P.O Box 951

Wilmington DE 19899-0951

302 984-6000

rhorwitz@potteranderson.com

wdrane@potteranderson.com


